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5 + 5 + 5 15 Measures of Mission 

 
 
5 New Testament functions of missional congregations   (Workshop 2) 

 

 

Worship God   liturgia 

Teach people   didache 

Proclaim Good News   kerygma 

Serve people in need   diakonia 

Build the common good   koinonia 
 

 
 

5 factors to activate & sustain missional congregations   (Workshops 4 - 8) 
 

 
 
 

5-Step Missional Outcomes Scale: Charity to Co-Development   (Workshop 9) 

 

Pre-Development 

~ Aiding through 

Charity ~ 

 

Co-Development 

~ Transforming Lives through Relationships ~ 

 

Donate  

Donate  

& 

Interact 

 
Mutual 

Companions 
 

Connected 

Collaborators 
 

Covenant 

Partners 

 
 

 
  

Missional 

Identity

Missional

Vitality

Missional

Process

Missional

Motivation

Missional

Context
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Workbook 4   Overview of 5 Dynamic Missional Factors 

 

Dynamic 

What activates a congregation’s social 
mission?  What sustains people’s efforts 
over time in the face of barriers and 
obstacles?  We will explore 5 dynamic 
factors found in vital congregations.  We 
call them dynamic because they are 
lively and not static.  They interact with 
each other, and also adapt to changing 
circumstances, positive and negative.  
New Testament Greek wonderfully 

expresses the essence of dynamic.  The 
risen Jesus speaks to the disciples a last 
time before ascending, and reassures 
them:  “…you will receive power when the 
Holy Spirit has come upon you.” (Acts 
1:8)  In the Koine Greek, the word 
translated into English as power is 
δυναμις  (dunamis), the root of the 
English word dynamic.  By God’s grace, 
vital congregations display the power of 
energizing, dynamic forces. 

 

Activating & Sustaining Our Social Mission Teams 
 

 Missional Identity  Missional Vitality  

 Story(ies) of the 

congregation’s past 

which live in the present 

& will guide its future. 

 Vital signs of the faith 

community.  Fellowship 

& service learning in the 

congregation. 

 

 
 

Missional Process  Missional Motivation  Missional Context 

Administrative functions 

of the congregation, 

e.g., decision-making & 

communicating. 

 Internal & external 

aspects which affect 

attitudes & behaviors of 

individuals & teams. 

 Geographic site of the 

congregation’s building, 

& sites of its relational 

ties. 

 
 

A Metaphor 

Anyone who has gone house hunting – the stressful search for a new 

home – knows the exercise is full of hidden, as well as clear, criteria.  

Thanks to James Hopewell, 1 his metaphor of searching for the right 

home gives us 5 criteria – Identity, Vitality, Process, Motivation, & 

Context –  which we can apply to congregations.  Just as these 

factors can be used to consider a potential home, they can help us 

assess a congregation’s missional environment. 

 

 

James Hopewell 
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Workbook 4 Dynamic Factors Missional Identity 

 

The House Metaphor 

“A house conveys meaning,” James Hopewell writes.  “Identity is often critically 

linked to the building in which one lives.”  It suggests something about who we are.  

Hopewell continues:  “As real estate brokers attest, it is frequently the image 

projected by a house that first attracts or repels prospective occupants that finally 

clinches a lease or a sale.” 2  The Identity factor is heavily symbolic.  Seeing a front 

porch swing may convince someone to say, “This is my house; I don’t have to look 

any further.” 3 

 

Missional Identity & the Congregation’s Narrative 

After his resurrection, Jesus’ followers 
told stories about his life, sayings, and 
ministry.  Their stories were gathered 
and organized as four distinct versions, 
the Gospels.  They tell us Jesus’ identity. 

A Congregation’s Stories 

Each congregation has its own narrative 
– its gospel story, its good news, its way 
of identifying itself. 

Stories have a life of their own, and can 

inspire or even order a congregation. 

A congregation’s stories give the 
congregation its shape, form, tradition, 
and future.  Sally A. Johnson, a social 
mission expert, describes a 
congregation’s identity as “the sum of 
who the members feel together that they 
are and have always been.” 4  These 
stories vary greatly:  epic tales of fights, 

campaigns, projects, a celebrated leader, 
a memorable sermon, or resiliency after 
a challenging event.   

Hopewell astutely observes that the 
narrative “sharpens and illuminates the 
congregation’s culture, the style and 
values that constitute a congregation’s 
character.  The narrative knits together 
the congregational story in its setting, 
character and plot.” 5, 6, 7 

Of course, some stories may immobilize 
a congregation if they carry a burden of 
trauma.  Those stories need to be told, 
too.  Trauma can be a serious internal 
conflict or an event which confronted the 
congregation’s well-being.  It takes 
courage to tell trauma stories.  Crisis can 
also be a time in which people unite, 
come forward, mobilize their resilience, 
and meet the challenge. 8 

 

Time to Reflect Write my response below. Come ready to share with our Team. 

As part of our congregation’s culture, what is one story people often tell? 
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Our congregation’s stories have a life of their own.  They tell us “who we are” and 

“what we believe.”  They can inspire and even shape the future of social mission. 

 
Study Teams in our pilot series researched the histories of their congregations:  statements of 

beliefs, people, events, programs, patterns of giving, issues, decisions, challenges, responses 

to challenges, and more.  Sources included Session minutes, historical records, collections of 

worship bulletins and annual reports, financial reports, and interviews and conversations with 

members.  Here are examples of what they discovered as living narratives which reveal their 

congregation’s enduring Missional Identity. 9, 10, 11 

 

Covington United Presbyterian Church 

Pavilion, NY 

 Central Presbyterian Church 

Geneseo, NY 

▪ Covington sent national mission funds 

to support the Freedman’s Bureau, 

which was established in 1865 by 

Congress, to assist African Americans 

formerly enslaved and poor whites in 

the South after the Civil War. 

▪ In 1920, Covington’s 3rd Sunday of the 

month was designated as “Mission 

Sabbath.”  That Sunday’s offering was 

given to mission. 

▪ Post-World War II, Covington’s mission 

involvements included ministries in 

Egypt, Uzbekistan, Chile, and Ecuador.  

These led to the congregation 

supporting a refugee family from 

Cambodia which had been displaced 

by the Vietnam War. 

These singular stories contribute to 

Covington’s larger narrative of social 

mission which continues today.  In 2016, 

Sarah Noble-Moag, a ruling elder and 

longtime member, was named one of 

three national Woman of Faith honorees 

by the Presbyterian Church’s Racial 

Ethnic & Women’s Ministry.  Sarah was 

recognized for her work with Hispanic/ 

Latino-a immigrants and Bhutanese 

refugees in the agricultural community 

served by Covington. 

 
▪ When “New School” Presbyterians 

formed Central in 1859, the first pastor 

was Rev. F. De W. Ward, who, with his 

wife, Jane, had been missionaries in 

India.  At Central, she organized the 

Missionary Society.  In 1938, members 

Dr. and Mrs. George Squires 

bequeathed money for scholarships 

for international students. 

In recent years, the Squires scholarship 

helped fund the graduate studies of a 

pastor from Ghana.  The church was 

visited in 2015 by a Central team which 

helped build a school in Accra.   

▪ Central takes a lead role regarding 

local human needs:  adopted an 

open housing pledge to combat 

housing discrimination (1960s); started 

the domestic violence program 

(Chances & Changes, Inc., 1979); 

started the comfort care home (Teresa 

House, 1993); supported a state policy 

of fiscal equity funding for public 

schools (2000s). 

This missional heritage validated  a quick 

“Welcome!” to the 2016 request of the 

Geneseo-Groveland Emergency Food 

Pantry to house the Pantry because the 

facilities best suited a new service model. 
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A legacy of experience can shape Missional Identity 
 

A congregation’s members’ social and 
cultural experiences may play an 
important role in forming its collective 
Identity.  Historically, immigrant groups 
of non-English speaking Europeans, e.g., 
Swedes or Italians, formed churches 
which valued their ethnic roots.   

Due to racial enslavement, segregation, 
and discrimination, African American 
congregations were forced to adapt in 
environments of exclusion.  The famous 
saying below is still largely true. 

We must face the shameful fact that 

when we stand on Sunday morning at 

eleven o’clock to sing “In Christ There is 

No East or West,” we stand in the most 

segregated hour of America. 12 

Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

October 15, 1962 

 

Most white congregations are blind to 
their racial / ethnic identity until an event 
of integration.  African American 
congregations, however, are very aware.  
Recurring exclusion informs awareness. 

In the rich history and literature of African 
American congregations, one of the best 
recent books, The Divided Mind of the 
Black Church, comes from Rev. Dr. 
Raphael G. Warnock, pastor of Ebenezer 
Baptist Church in Atlanta, Georgia, Dr. 
King’s former congregation.  Our 
summary of Warnock’s book (Appendix 
1) is very relevant here.  He describes 
ways the Identity of his faith community 
has been influenced by a struggle 
against enslavement, and for personhood 
and freedom.  Those experiences shape 
how a congregation’s Identity is 
expressed through social mission.  See, 
e.g., the data in Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1.  Comparatively, Black congregations take more action. 13 

  Black  

This social service or community Black Presbyterian All 

program is provided by, or offered churches Churches Churches 

cooperatively by, our congregation… (2000) (2000) (1998) 

1.  Food pantry or soup kitchen 75% 78% 32% 

2.  Tutoring or literacy – teens or children 65% 78% 01% 

3.  Health program clinics or education 62% 70% 04% 

4.  Prison or jail ministry 62% 35% 02% 

5.  Thrift store or thrift store donations 52% 50% 11% 

6.  Job counseling: placement or training 46% 70% 01% 

7.  Organized social issue advocacy 45% 56% 02% 

This is the most current data we have found. 
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Missional Identity & the Intersection of multiple identities 

In addition to race and ethnicity, many other elements contribute to the narrative which 

expresses the unique Identity of a congregation.  In the same way, many 

characteristics contribute to a person’s uniqueness.  Using the graphic below, we 

explore some demographic characteristics.  Imagine it as an Identity mirror.  Look into 

it and see what is reflected.  

Identity Mirror 14 

 
 

 
 

Time to Reflect Write my response on the next page.  

Come ready to share with our Team. 

Using the characteristics in the Mirror, I answer the 5 questions on the following 

page.  I select from both the Mirror’s inner and outer rings.  (There is no 

difference in value between the rings; both are equal.)  There’s no standard 

definition for these elements.  I use my understanding of what the term means 

to me.  (The Mirror is a catalyst to start our discussion.) 
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Identity Mirror Exercise 
 

My Self 
 

1. Of all the 22 Identity Mirror characteristics, which 3 do I use most frequently 

to describe myself to others? 

 

 

2. Which 3 characteristics do I think about least often in relation to myself? 

 

 

3. Which 3 characteristics have the strongest influence on how I see myself as 

a person? 

 

 

Our Congregation 
 

4.  Which 3 characteristics are the most relevant for describing our 

congregation? 

 

 

My Favorite of Our Congregation’s Social Mission Projects 
 

5. Which 3 characteristics best describe the people who are served by my 

favorite of our congregation’s social mission projects? 

 
 

 
 

Connected How does all this connect to our social mission projects? 

▪ Demographic characteristics shape a person’s story, people who are 

volunteers, and people served by our social mission projects. 

▪ Congregations have a collective set of demographic characteristics.  And 

those can shape how a congregation tells the story of its Missional Identity. 

▪ Recognizing our Identity characteristics can be very relevant for informing 

how we relate to the people we are serving. 
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Identity Demographics & Presbyterians 

 
 

Race / Ethnicity & Presbyterians  Here is our congregations’ most recent descriptions 
of their members. 15 

Of 1,1933,513 members in 8,774 PC(U.S.A.) congregations (2021):   
6,801 congregations report of Race / Ethnicity for 971,645 members. 

Middle Eastern / North African 2,674   (00.28%) 

Native American / Alaska / Native Indigenous 2,763   (00.28%) 

Latinx 15,621   (01.61%) 

Multiracial 16,318   (01.68%) 

Asian / Pacific Islander / South Asian 35,273   (03.63%) 

Black / African American / African 42,700   (04.39%) 

White 856,296   (88.13%) 

 
 

Education & Presbyterians  From a survey (2010) of 11,000+ U.S. congregations. 16 

▪ An estimated 30% of adults (18 years & older) who participated regularly in 

their congregation were college graduates.  

▪ Of 4,800+ Protestant congregations, including Presbyterian, the estimate of 

adults who participated regularly and were college graduates was 40%. 

▪ In Presbyterian congregations, the estimate of adults who participated 

regularly and were college graduates was 48.2%. 17 

In summary:  Of adults who regularly participated in congregations, Presbyterians 
were much more likely to be college graduates.  Collectively, we value Education. 

 
 

Income & Presbyterians  Statistical data show how Education and Income 
intersect:  more formal education leads to greater earnings. 18  2021 data illustrates. 19 

High school diploma College bachelor’s degree 

Median annual earnings:  $42,081 

Average unemployment rate:  6.2% 

Median annual earnings:  $69,381 

Average unemployment rate:  0.5% 

The most recent data (2014) for Income and U.S. religious groups reports yearly 
family income levels for 27 religious groups. 20  Presbyterians were listed as having 
the 4th highest percentage of families with an Income of $100,000+. 
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Intersecting Demographics & Presbyterians  An anecdote from Central Presbyterian 
Church, Geneseo, teaches us several truths about Identity Demographics and social 
mission.  The congregation’s experience described here occurred while Central’s Study 
Team participated in a pilot verson of the Measuring Mission series. 
 

A Pilot Team’s anecdote, part 1 

The mission of the Geneseo/Groveland 
Emergency Food Pantry “is to offer food  
assistance to those in need in the Geneseo 
Central School District and surrounding 
areas.”  In 2016, Central Presbyterian 
Church, Geneseo, was asked by the Pantry 
to host the program at Central.   

Central said, “Yes!”  Their volunteers… 

⬧ redesigned the education wing, 

⬧ built shelves to store non-perishables, 

⬧ re-wired the space to handle large 
appliances for storing perishables, 

⬧ and connected 2 divided rooms. 

Every week since, people are better served 
in a bigger, more welcoming environment.   

Central’s volunteers now did more than 
collect and donate food.  They were 
meeting the people who came as Pantry 
clients.  They created educational flyers to 
add to food bundles.  Healthy, nutritious 
recipes became a regular feature.   

However, they soon discovered that some 
clients had literacy or language issues 
which prevented use of the recipes. 

 
Central’s volunteers had not anticipated how the lacks of 
education, income, and literacy all converged – intersected – 
to put Pantry clients at risk for food insecurity. 21  Like cars 
arriving at an unmarked crossroads, the Demographics of 
the volunteers and the clients were potentially on a collision 
course.  This could have resulted in unintentional shaming or 
insensitive, alienating responses by the volunteers. 
 

Different backgrounds and cultural styles can lead to tension 
in a social mission project at any stage.  Ignoring Identity 
differences may create discomfort or problems for either the 
volunteers or the individuals who are served, or both! 22 

 

 

 
A Pilot Team’s anecdote, part 2 

Wise volunteers thoughtfully and prayerfully 
attend to Demographic characteristics in 
social mission projects.  Once they were 
aware, Central volunteers began to offer 
respectful, personalized opportunities for 
Pantry clients to increase literacy and also 
added signage in Spanish. 

As important as it was to address literacy 
needs regarding improved nutrition and 
health, the first need to be recognized was 
respecting people’s differences, honoring 
each one’s personhood, and preserving their 
dignity.  Central’s volunteers adapted to Food 
Pantry intersections with missional care. 
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Time to Reflect Write my response below. Come ready to share with our Team. 

Identity Characteristics in Our Social Mission Projects 

I return to the Identity Mirror on pg. 6.  I study the Identity characteristics  

and think about our congregation’s social mission projects. 

 

I select ONE social mission project in which our volunteers interact directly with 

people who are served.  I answer these questions. 

 

 

1. Of the 22 Identity characteristics, which 3 most accurately describe the 

people whom we serve? 

 

 

 

2. Which 3 characteristics capture the greatest differences between our 

volunteers and the people served? 

 

 

 

3. Which 3 characteristics result in the greatest difficulties, stressors, or tensions 

in the interactions (or avoidance) of our volunteers and the people served? 

 

 

 

Thinking about ALL our social mission projects... 

 

 

4. Was there ever an incident in which these difficulties, stressors, or tensions 

created a problem?  Can I recall an example?  How did individuals of 

different demographics and status collide?  How was it handled / 

mishandled? 

 

 

 

5. Do I recall an example of a missional connection – when people honored 

each other’s mutual personhood by recognizing and respecting their 

differences? 
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Identity and Mission when cultural borders are crossed 

 
When white Presbyterian congregations 
engage in social mission by traveling to 
serve on-site in multicultural 
communities, the factor of Context, 
which we address at length in Workshop 
8, combines with the demographic 
component of Identity.  In a multicultural 
community, a white congregation may 
not be aware of, or reflect upon, its 
volunteers’ ethnic identity… but everyone 
in the diverse neighborhood does.   

A white congregation from a white 
community doing mission in a 
neighborhood of color needs to be 
sensitive, with thought and care, of how it 
is perceived by people of the 
neighborhood.  Perceptions can be 
based both on what the social mission 
team is doing, and how the team does it. 

▪ Who decided what the needs of the 

neighborhood are? 

▪ Do people in the neighborhood have a 

voice in the project’s design? 

▪ If the project was conducted in Rev. 

Edler G. Hawkins’ congregation (see 

below), would their vision of mission, as 

shaped by their Identity, be honored? 

▪ Will the project result in a tangible, 

enduring improvement in the lives of the 

people in the neighborhood? 

The possibility of toxic charity, which we 
address at length in Workshop 9, 
increases dramatically when those 
receiving charity are people of color and 
the donors are white.  Amy L. Sherman, 
senior fellow, Sagamore Institute for 
Policy Research, Indianapolis, Indiana, 
describes toxic charity as “relief-
oriented, commodity-based charity 
[which] flourishes… because even 
though its effects are irresponsible, it 
feels good to the givers.” 23 

White congregations engaged in 
neighborhoods of color need to take 
special time to reflect upon, and educate 
themselves about, the history of the 
neighborhood and its people. 24, 25

 

 
  

 

It may be that we can begin to say to our churches in 

a new way, and maybe this needs to be said again 

and again, that there can be no understanding of 

our task, no real theology of the gospel which does 

not include and reach the voices that rise out of our 

hungry, oppressed and depressed communities. 

God loved the world and gave his son on the cross to 

set us free to serve him in that love, and to build the 

beloved community. 26
 

Rev. Edler G. Hawkins (1908-1977)  Founder of Saint Augustine Presbyterian 

Church, Bronx, NY.  First African-American moderator of the PC (U.S.A.) General 

Assembly (176th, 1964). 
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Workbook 4 Appendix 1 Missional Identity & Practices 

 

Warnock, Raphael G. (2014). The Divided Mind of the Black 

Church: Theology, Piety and Public Witness. New York, NY: New 

York University Press, 262 pp. 27 

 
 

Rev. Dr. Warnock is Senior Pastor, Ebenezer Baptist Church, Atlanta, GA. 

 
Book summary by Roderic P. Frohman 

 
Regarding the Identity of black [follows the book’s use of lower case ‘b’] congregations, 
the following summarizes the best missional practices espoused by Warnock. 
 
In terms of this Workshop series’ five factors to activate and sustain missional 
congregations (this Workbook, pp. 1-2), Warnock clearly addresses the factor of 
congregational Identity when he writes, “…the black church’s current and acute crisis 
[is] in identity and mission…” (pg. 175) 
 
What is “divided” in the black church’s mind is framed by Warnock’s description of the 
dilemma, “Does the gospel mandate insist that the church organize its institutional life 
so as to address itself primarily to the ‘slavery of sin’ or to the ‘sin of slavery’?”  Most of 
his missional practices, found in his conclusion, focus on establishing a new identity for 
the black church so that it can move forward out of its current state of being stuck on the 
horns of this dilemma.  
 
The Introduction traces historical trends in the black church (summary at pp. 10-11):  

1. The “formation of a liberationist faith,” the invisible institution of the black church 
within the institution of slavery. 
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2. Founding a liberationist church, or the independent black church movement. 

3. Fomenting a church-led liberationist movement, or the Civil Rights movement. 

4. Forging a liberationist theology, or black theology. 
 
Warnock then calls for a “fifth and new movement in the development of black Christian 
faith, the flowering of a self-critical liberationist community.” (pg. 11) 

▪ Chapter 1: The Gospel of Liberation: Black Christian Resistance Prior to Black 
Theology.  He traces the above 4 movements. 

▪ Chapter 2: The Gospel’s Meaning and the Black Church’s Mission.  He gives 
particular attention to a model for the future, the development of the National 
Conference of Black Christians as led by Edler G. Hawkins (a Presbyterian Church 
minister, seminary professor, and the first black moderator of the General 
Assembly), Nathan Wright, and James H. Cone. 

▪ Chapter 3: Black Theologians on the Mission of the Black Church.  This is an 
excellent survey of theologians such as James H. Cone, C. Eric Lincoln, and 
Gayraud Wilmore (a Presbyterian minister, and college and seminary professor). 

▪ Chapter 4: Black Pastors on the Mission of the Black Church.  He lays out the 
problems of the disconnect between practicing black pastors and black theology.  He 
notes how evangelical pietism pervades many African-American churches. 

▪ Chapter 5: Womanist Theologians on the Mission of the Black Church.  He highlights 
the work of Kelly Brown Douglas, Traci C. West, Teresa L. Fry Brown, and others.  
He notes the disconnect between the academy and congregations, and women’s 
voice in the black church.  Warnock notes that the Sanctified tradition has been 
more favorable to women theologians than other black church traditions. 

▪ Conclusion.  He is more specific about future directions of the mission of the black 
church.  He sees the “fifth and necessary movement as an integrative movement in 
the development of black people’s apprehension of an antiracist and holistically 
salvific faith, that is, the flowering of a self-critical liberationist community.” (pg. 175) 

 
Warnock proposes: 

1. Internal dialogue:  “create together within the black church and black community 
spaces for serious, sustained, and regularly scheduled dialogue about the nature 
of black liberationist praxis in this postmodern movement.” (pg. 175) 

2. A new ecclesiology:  “fully integrating within its own self-understanding and self-
consciousness the radical ecclesiological implications of the third movement.” 
(pg. 176)  The third movement refers to #3, top of this page, (from Introduction, 
pp. 10-11), in which he reiterates as “conscientizaton” (a la Paulo Freire) as 
illustrated by “Martin Luther King Jr.’s ministry of proclamation and activism, 
sourced by the dialectical tensions between black evangelical piety and black 
resistance.” (pp. 174) 
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3. An oppositional hermeneutic:  “reentering the biblical matrix of its own 
liberationist heritage as carried out by black churches during the first through the 
third movements of African-American Christian resistance to racism… a thesis 
signified by black theologians through the trans-valuative meaning of the cross 
and ‘the Black Christ’.” (pp. 181) 

4. Missional  posture:  “If mission is tied fundamentally to being, and the mission of 
the church is liberation, then the church is called to assume a posture of 
ontological over-againstness, as the mark of authentic Christian witness in every 
moment of its existence in a sinful and unjust world.” (pg. 183) 

 
Based on these 4 points, Warnock concludes with 8 best practices (pp. 184-189):  

1. “Piety and protest must be held together.” (pg. 184) 

2. “Engagement of the church in both politics and culture.” (pg. 184) 

3. “Development of a full-orbed pastoral and public theology of black liberation.” 
(pg. 185) 

4. “Building of an institutional infrastructure reminiscent of the NCBC [National 
Committee of Black Christians] or the black theology project.” (pg. 185) 

5. Development of a “radical remnant” “for a sustained public voice within the 
church and the larger community.” (pg. 186) 

6. “A sustained conversation among black theologians and black pastors regarding 
the social circumstances and contradictions that cry out today for critical 
reflection.” (pg. 187).  He lists specific issues, e.g., the prison-industrial complex, 
AIDS, drug addiction, homelessness, public education, and lack of a living wage.  
Then he says, “if the black church will not give itself over to this work then it will 
prove that it indeed has lost sight of its liberating heritage and reason for being.”  
He calls for white churches to stand with black churches on these issues. 

7. The black church must “stand vigil as the conscience of the American churches, 
a living testimony against America’s original and ongoing sin:  racism.” (pg. 188) 

8. “The mission of the true church is to save bodies and souls.” (pg. 189) 

 

Time to Reflect Write my response below. Come ready to share with our Team. 

Warnock addresses the “divided mind” of black congregations regarding the meaning of 

their mission and purpose as followers of a gospel of liberation – salvation’s love as freeing 

individuals from their sin (personal transformation) versus salvation’s love as freeing 

oppressed people from social injustice (social transformation).   

In our congregation, is there a “divided mind” about our mission and purpose?  Does it 

affect how we understand the role of social mission?  Does it affect our Identity? 
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Workbook 4 Appendix 2 Biblical Stories of Identity 

 

Scripture is a wonderful source for stories of God’s people as they faced dramatic 

challenges in particular locations at particular points in time.  The accounts give us vivid 

portraits of who they were.  The stories reveal their identity.  We use this page as a 

guide to explore four narratives in the Hebrew Scriptures which may reveal themes in 

the life of our congregation. 28  These questions could be explored in the setting of an 

adult education class or group.  Consider all that these scriptural accounts could elicit! 

 

In the Land of Pharaoh  In the Land of Wilderness 

read Exodus 1 
 

1. Was there a time in our congregation’s 
history when relations with people in 
the community were tense? 
 
 

2. Who was our Shiphrah and Puah who 
remained steadfast and true to their 
faith during this difficult time? (verses 
15-21) 
 
 

 
read Deuteronomy 8 

 
1. Was there a period when we were 

tempted by the idol of depending only on 
ourselves and we neglected God as the 
source of our well-being? (verses 14 & 
17) 
 
 

2. In that period, how were we reminded of 
our roots, and led to renew our covenant 
with God? 
 
 

   

In the Land of Promise  In the Land of Exile 

read Joshua 24 
 

1. Was our congregation ever faced with 
needing to make a clear choice on a 
difficult matter, a choice which forced us 
to declare what we believe or the core 
principles we embrace? (verses 14-15) 
 
 

2. What is the story of how that choice was 
made? 
 

 

 
read Jeremiah 29:1-14 

 
1. Have there been occasions when the 

congregation suffered, but our people, 
nevertheless, believed that God had 
given us “a future of hope”? (verse 11) 
 
 

2. On those occasions, what was the basis 
for this hope? 
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Workshop 4 Team Follow-up Worksheet 
 

 
 

Engaging & Educating Our Congregation 
 

 

Here’s what we want the people on our Session to know about 

what we discovered in Workshop 4, Missional Identity. 

 
 Our major discoveries  

(“what” & “why” it matters) 

Our communication plan  

(our “how”) 

1.  
 
 

 

2.  
 
 

 

3.  
 
 

 

 
 

Here’s what we want the people of our Congregation to know about 

what we discovered in Workshop 4, Missional Identity. 

 
 Our major discoveries  

(“what” & “why” it matters) 

Our communication plan  

(our “how”) 

1.  
 
 

 

2.  
 
 

 

3.  
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Workshop 4 Research 
 
 
 

Prior Research which Continues to a Future Workshop 
 

Location Responsibility Title To be Reported 

None None None None 

 
 
 

List of this Workshop’s Research 
 

Location Responsibility Title To be Reported 

Workbook 4 
pg. 18 

Personal My Favorite Missional Story Workshop 5 

Workbook 4 
pp. 20-23 

Team Our Congregation’s Missional 
Identity 

Workshop 5 

Workbook 5 Each Team 
member 

Read Workbook 5 up to the 
Research page; respond in 
writing to the Think About It 
sections 

Workshop 5 

 
 
 

Facilitator’s Preparation 
 

Team’s submitted research Title of document to create To be Distributed 

Team members’ Inventory 
Worksheet 3 -- for each project 

Inventory, Rows 14a.-21c.  (a 
Team Exercise) 

Workshop 5 
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Workbook 4 Personal Research 
 

Directions 

 

 

My Favorite Missional Story 
 

Goal:  Recover memories of, and find language for, our personal stories of social 
mission experiences, and enjoy sharing them. 

5 + 5 + 5:  This research contributes an appreciation of our Missional Vitality. 

Task:  Describe in writing my favorite story about a social mission experience or 
event since I’ve been part of this congregation. 

Target:  Present my report in Workshop 5.  
 
1. I spend up to 30 minutes on this research project. 

2. I recall my favorite experience or event as part of a social mission project of this 
congregation.  (Our social mission projects are those in which the people served 
are primarily people beyond our congregation.)   I answer these questions: 

a. When and where did this occur? 

b. What was the purpose? 

c. Who was present? 

d. What were the outcomes for me personally? 

e. What were the outcomes for the person/people who was/were served? 

f. Was there a financial cost for me? 

g. How did this further the mission of the congregation, if it did? 

h. Why is this my favorite missional story? 

3. I consider how I could share this story with your congregation.  Would I use 
media or objects?  Would I create a display or sing a song?  How would I make 
this come to life for others?  What time and in what place would I convene 
people?  Who would be present?  How would I end it?  What would be the 
punch-line for my story? 

4. I prepare a 1-page, typed version of my story to present in Workshop 5. 

5. In advance, I give or send my story to our Team’s Clerk of the Works who 
distributes it to our Team members and our Facilitator. 
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Workbook 4 Team Exercise 
 

Directions & Notes 

 

Social Mission Project Inventory:  People data – Team Analysis, Rows 9a.-13c. 

Goal:  This exercise helps us become proficient with our Social Mission Project Inventory.  
Data for our projects reveal patterns in our social mission.  Our goal is to apply our 
Inventory to improve our projects and inform our congregation’s missional strategy. 

5 + 5 + 5:  This exercise contributes to our Missional Process. 

Task:  Our Team analyzes people data in Inventory Rows 9a.-13c.  (For the full wording 
of each row, see Workbook 2, pg. 23.)  We receive the data in this Workshop. 

Target:  We complete the exercise in this Workshop. 

 

Row 11a. Check for 
Accuracy 

Projects lacking a complete set of 
congregation’s volunteers’ names. 

Inventory # 

_____________________ 

Any row Check for 
Accuracy 

Projects for which we are uncertain 
about our Worksheet entries. 

Inventory # 

_____________________ 

    

   # of All Projects 

  Row 1.  Total # of Projects ________ 

   # % of All 

Row 9a. Supervised Projects with no designated supervisor. ____ ____% 

   # % of All 

Row 11d. Volunteers Projects with no volunteers (adult or youth) 
from our congregation. 

____ ____% 

   # % of All 

Row 13a. Interaction Projects in which our volunteers interact 
with people who directly benefit. 

____ ____% 

    

Our Questions 

 

Our Observations 
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Workbook 4 Team Research 
 

Directions 

 

 

Our Congregation’s Missional Identity 29, 30, 31 
 

Goal:  Gain insight into our congregation’s missional history as it is expressed in the 
stories which reveal the patterns of the congregation’s missional purpose 
and missional behaviors. 

5 + 5 + 5:  This research reveals our congregation’s Missional Identity. 

Task:  Draw upon multiple sources of information and engage our congregation to 
create a report which expresses our congregation’s missional identity. 

Target:  Present our report in Workshop 5. 
 

1. Spend up to 8 hours as a Team on this research project. 

2. Meet as a Team for 1 hour and decide how to accomplish step 3, which can be 
done by a few Team members, and steps 4 and 5, which involve the whole 
Team.  While steps 3 and 4 can be done simultaneously, step 3 informs step 4.  

3. Locate and read the following primary sources. (2 hours) 

▪ Written history(ies).  Typically, there are several editions for different periods 
or anniversaries.  (Note when land was obtained, buildings constructed, 
capital improvements made, leases entered, etc. 32) 

▪ Annual reports.  (Other sources could include budgets, special reports, and 
mission statements. 33) 

4. As the sources in 3 are reviewed, make notes and select revealing quotes or 
anecdotes which answer the following: 

▪ What were the key periods of transition in the life of the congregation? 

▪ What were the difficult periods, times of conflict, or crises in the past and in 
the recent present?  Be courageous and honest. 

▪ What sustained people through those challenging periods or events?  
(Session records may contain more complete details.) 

▪ What have been the trends in membership and finances? 

▪ Was there a particular nationality, ethnic, or racial group central to your 
congregation’s history (e.g., emigrants from Europe or African American 
migrating from the South)?  What is the racial/ethnic composition of the 
congregation now? 

▪ How do the demographic factors of the congregation’s income and education 
compare to that of our community? 

– continues on next page – 
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– continues from prior page – 

5. While some Team members complete step 3, create a visual timeline of key 
dates, events, and people in the life of the congregation.  (A 15-foot long strip 
of butcher paper makes a great background.  See the following page for an 
example.)  Use pictures!  Make it colorful and visually interesting.  (2 hours)  

a. Post our timeline in an open place where people will see and approach it. 

b. Invite people to post pictures, souvenirs, and stories onto the timeline.  
Leave it up for an extended period of time.  This stimulates memories and 
invites people to tell their stories.  We’re engaging our congregation! 
 

6. Create a welcoming 1-hour event which invites the congregation to a meal or a 
dessert and coffee hour.  Make the setting comfortable!   

▪ Use the timeline and ask people to tell their stories of the congregation.  
This is not an event to construct an official narrative or to edit others’ 
stories.  What is important is giving permission for people to express their 
perceptions and share memories. 

▪ This event is like an intergenerational family reunion in which people go 
through scrapbooks and photo albums to both reminisce and reflect. 

▪ Listen for recurring themes or patterns.  Listen for where there is strong 
consensus regarding a particular story or theme which reveals the 
congregation’s identity. 

▪ Ask open-ended questions:  “What does this event, or story, tell us about 
who we are as a people of God?”  “What was the meaning of this incident for 
the people of our church?” 

 

7. Following our public event, we create a 2-page (1,000 words maximum), typed 
document which describes our congregation’s Identity.  Identity is a mirror to 
the past, and window to the future.  (2 hours) 

a. We’re now looking beyond a timeline of dates, events, and people.   

b. What are our congregation’s enduring convictions and values?  What is at 
the core of our faith as a people of God?  What are our distinctive 
characteristics?  How do we see us in relation to our mission? 34 

c. What is the big story which our congregation tells about us?  How does this 
story continue to tell our congregation who we are and what our mission is? 

d. Take seriously the Tips which follow! 

e. In advance of Workshop 5, our Clerk of the Works sends our 2-page 
document to our Facilitator. 

– see the following pages for an example and Tips – 
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– continues from prior page – 
 

Portions of the timeline created by the missional study team, 

First Presbyterian Church, LeRoy, New York, November, 2018.  

 

  Red tape and captions above the timeline are used to note events nationally. 

  Green tape on the timeline marks events in the life of the congregation. 

  Yellow tape is used to note events in the local community. 

 

  Tape was available so people could add pictures which they brought.   

  Markers were available so people could add events and dates. 
 

Our congregation’s history informs our Missional Identity and also tells a microhistory of 

Presbyterians in Western New York. 35 
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– continues from prior pages – 

 
 

 

 
 

Bright ideas & tips from Study Teams which 

completed the Measuring Mission series. 

 

❖ Engage the whole congregation.  Steps 4 & 5 are most valuable. 

❖ Draw upon others in the congregation for help.  This involves more people 

and opens up more conversations. 

❖ At the congregational event, Step 5, give everyone a one-third piece of a 

standard sheet of paper.  The directions on the paper invite people to write 

their memory of a specific event which was significant to them.  Collect the 

papers, and consider who might put them to use! 

❖ Imagine your typed report, Step 6, as the lively story you tell at a church 

dinner to friends and visitors who are sitting attentively across the table. 

❖ Think of your report as like a collective autobiography – a narrative 

composed of episodes and characters and themes, some of which are 

prominent as evidence and some of which are nostalgia, some of which are 

highlighted and some are downplayed, and some of which are about 

uncomfortable truths – of a multi-generational extended family bound 

together by a shared love, heart, and soul for a world beyond themselves. 

❖ Have fun doing this!  Yes, you’re completing a task.  More importantly, you’re 

engaging your congregation as sisters and brothers in Jesus Christ. 
 

Connected How does all this connect to our social mission projects? 

▪ Some  social mission projects clearly express the Missional Identity of the 

congregation.  Some projects, however, do not fit very well with this Identity, or 

may not fit at all.  They may reflect the initiative of a single person, or the project 

may have drifted from its original purpose. 

▪ Our  research will be a baseline from which we can measure how well our 

projects align with our congregation’s story.  This will help explain why some social 

mission projects are easy to start and maintain, while others fail to get support. 
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The members of the missional study team from First Presbyterian Church, Chili, New 
York.  Theirs was the fourth team to complete the pilot program of the workshop series. 

 
 

Workbook 4 – Endnotes, References, & Acknowledgments 36 

 
1  Hopewell, James. (1987.) Congregations: Stories and Structures. Philadelphia, PA: Fortress 

Press, pp. 19ff.  Hopewell (1929-1984), a minister and faculty member, Candler School of 
Theology, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, was an expert on congregational studies.  He 
used methods from different disciplines, including cultural anthropology, ethnography, and 
literary symbolism to describe the narrative themes of congregations.  The book was 
finished posthumously by Barbara Wheeler as editor.  [Accessed 12/03/23:  
https://archive.org/details/congregationstor0000hope] 

2  Endnote 1:  Hopewell, (1987), “Househunting,” Chapter 2, pp. 20 & 27-28. 

3  The quote is from Marcia Frohman when she and Rod (co-author) were house-hunting in 
Rochester, New York. 

4  Johnson, Sally A. (1996). “Congregational Support.” Chapter 2 in Tom, Phil, & Johnson, 
Sally A. (Eds.). Handbook for Urban Church Ministries: And All Who Reach Out with Their 
Neighbors. Chicago, IL: Chicago Metropolitan Mission, Central Conference, Evangelical 
Covenant Church, pg. 19.  The chapter is a structured guide for searching sources which 
reveal a congregation’s identity. 

5  Endnote 1:  Hopewell, (1987), pg. 51.  Hopewell categorized narratives according to the 
classic literary types of comic, romantic, tragic, and ironic. 

 The significance of Identity has been affirmed recently by the Thriving Congregations 
Initiative, a national effort funded by the Lily Endowment.  In 2019-2020, the Initiative 
identified three general characteristics shared by thriving Christian congregations.  Among 

https://archive.org/details/congregationstor0000hope
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the three was this characteristic:  “Drawing on their theological and ecclesial traditions, they 
have developed a strong sense of identity and are able to articulate ‘why’ they are called to 
love God and serve those in their congregations, neighborhoods, regions and across the 
globe.”  [Accessed 04/03/23:  https://thrivingcongregations.org/about/#initiative] 

6  See also:  Schreiter, Robert J. (1998). “Theology in the Congregation: Discovering and 
Doing.” Chapter 1 in Ammerman, Nancy T., Carroll, Jackson W., Dudley, Carl S., & 
McKinney, William. (Eds.). Studying Congregations: A New Handbook. Nashville, TN: 
Abingdon Press, pp. 23-29.  [Accessed 04/03/23: 
https://archive.org/details/studyingcongrega0000unse]  

7  Studying a congregation’s Identity is a way to trace behaviors of faith and action.  In a multi-
year research project involving 25 Christian congregations, the study team concluded:  
“Looking back on their history and heritage, congregations were reminded that social 
ministries were embedded in their Christian faith and in their own past...  From a theory of 
culture, we hypothesized that mobilizing churches for change would be grounded in a 
perceived continuity or recovery of values, and most preliminary reports support this thesis.”  
Dudley, Carl S. (1991). [The 1989 H. Paul Douglass Lecture] From typical church to social 
ministry: A study of the elements which mobilize congregations. Review of Religious 
Research, 32(3, March):205. 

8  In a multi-year research project involving 25 Christian congregations and their social mission 
initiatives, the study team observed:  “…we found the energy in churches was grounded in 
congregational culture.  Like the character of individuals we know well, congregations 
behave in consistent patterns across time.”  Dudley, Carl S. (1997). Civil Investing by 
Religious Institutions: How Churches Launch New Community Ministries (Essays on 
Philanthropy series, No. 28). Indianapolis, IN: Indiana University Center on Philanthropy, pg. 
17. [Unpublished monograph;  a copy was obtained in 2018 directly from the Center]. 

9  Endnote 8:  Dudley, (1997), pg. 7.  “Some congregations denied any prior experience in 
social ministries, but in the end, they all found precedent [in their history] which 
strengthened their resolve.”  That is, they discovered hidden narratives via their research. 

10  One finding from research on congregational identity in our Measuring Mission series 
echoes Dudley in the preceding endnote.  The first eight Study Teams frequently displayed 
missional amnesia regarding their congregation’s history of addressing human needs which 
arose due to the adverse impact of social conditions and social policies.  Precedents were 
often forgotten or only vaguely recalled, and so their faithful heritage went unrecognized or 
underappreciated. 

 Our asking a Study Team to discover and articulate the congregation’s missional identity 
breaks through missional amnesia by practicing missional remembrance.  In the account of 
the last supper in Luke’s gospel, 22:19, Jesus gives the disciples bread, which he has 
broken, instructing them to take it “in remembrance of me.”  In the original Koine Greek, the 
word translated into English as “remembrance” is ἀνάμνησις.  This word transliterates into 
English as anamnesis.  Etymologically, it more literally means “not forgetting” or “not 
amnesia.”  Just as participating in communion is a collective act of sacramental 
remembering, so the congregation reclaiming its missional identity is a collective act of not 
forgetting, a collective act of missional remembering. 

 The insightful statement by Lonnie G. Bunch III, founding director of the National Museum of 
African American History and Culture (part of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, 
D.C.) and the Smithsonian’s 14th Secretary, is very applicable to congregations:  “One can 

https://thrivingcongregations.org/about/#initiative
https://archive.org/details/studyingcongrega0000unse
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tell a great deal about a country by what it remembers…  Yet one learns even more about a 
nation by what it forgets.”  Bunch III, Lonnie G. (2019). A Fool’s Errand: Creating the 
National Museum of African American History and Culture in the Age of Bush, Obama, and 
Trump. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Books, pg. 25.  Reflecting on people’s experience of 
the National Museum after it opened in 2016, Bunch observed:  “[It] is a space where one 
can find sustenance from the knowledge and the spirit of the past.  And in using that history, 
people find a sense of validation, legitimization, and resiliency.” (pg. 254)  These outcomes 
underscore the benefits available to a congregation when it reclaims and proclaims its 
missional identity. 

11  That a congregation’s identity in relation to its understanding its mission will affect its vitality 
and well-being is confirmed by the research of Grayson L. Tucker and reported in his essay, 
“Enhancing Church Vitality Through Congregational Identity Change,” chapter 2 in Coalter, 
Milton J., Mulder, John M., & Weeks, Louis B. (Eds.). (1990). The Mainline Protestant 
“Decline”: The Presbyterian Pattern. Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox Press, pp. 66-
85.  His findings support a central thesis:  “The health of a congregation is directly related to 
its sense of mission.  If a strong majority of members holds a deep conviction that God calls 
the congregation to reach out in mission to its community and to the world, morale and other 
indicators of health will be stronger and the probability of church growth enhanced.”  At the 
time, Tucker was a professor emeritus in pastoral ministry and a former academic dean, 
Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Louisville, KY, and a pastor.  He gathered 
qualitative research through surveys of 203 Presbyterian congregations and interviews with 
staff at 8 congregations. 

12  The full transcript of the speech is available on the on the World Wide Web site of Cornell 
College, Mount Vernon, IA.  [Accessed 04/03/23:  https://news.cornellcollege.edu/dr-martin-
luther-kings-visit-to-cornell-college/] 

13 Results in the left and middle columns are reported by Larry Mamiya (1942-2019) in a 
national study of Black congregations.  The left column displays results for 7 Black 
denominations.  The middle column is results for Black Presbyterian churches only.  The 
right column shows results from a premier national study of churches reported by Mark 
Chaves.  Because the studies were conducted within several years of each other and used 
similar wording, it is possible to make a general comparison of results.  Source: 
Interdenominational Theological Center/Faith Factor Project 2000.  Reported in Mamiya, 
Larry. (2006). River of Struggle, River of Freedom: Trends among Black Churches and 
Black Pastoral Leadership [Pulpit & Pew: Research on Pastoral Leadership]. Durham, NC: 
Duke University Divinity School, pp. 35-36.  [Pulpit & Pew: Research on Pastoral Leadership 
operated 2001-2005.  It was a project initiated by Duke Divinity School in Durham, North 
Carolina, and funded by Lilly Endowment Inc.] 

 Mamiya’s data source is: National Congregations Study.  Reported in:  Chaves, Mark. 
(2004). “Social Services.” Chapter 3 in Congregations in America. Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, pg. 48.  [Accessed 04/38/23:  
https://archive.org/details/congregationsina00chav/mode/2up] 

In a 2019 national survey of Black American congregations, conducted by the Pew 
Research Center, Washington, D.C., respondents were asked about the role of their church 
and religion in Black American civic and community life.  One question asked about the key 
functions of churches.  Among the results were respondents “who say it is essential for 
houses of worship to…”:  “Help the needy with bills, housing and food” (55%); “Teach 
practical job and life skills” (44%); “Offer sermons that address political topics…” (24%).  We 

https://news.cornellcollege.edu/dr-martin-luther-kings-visit-to-cornell-college/
https://news.cornellcollege.edu/dr-martin-luther-kings-visit-to-cornell-college/
https://archive.org/details/congregationsina00chav/mode/2up
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cite this because it is more recent data, and note that it expresses attitudes.  The data we 
display on pg. 5 is behavioral.   Source:  Mohamed, Besheer, Cox, Kiana, Diamant, Jeff, & 
Gecewicz, Claire. (2021, February 16.) “Churches and religion in Black American life.” 
Chapter 5 in Faith Among Black Americans.  Washington, D.C.: Pew Research Center.  
[Accessed 04/03/23:  https://www.pewresearch.org/religion/2021/02/16/churches-and-
religion-in-black-american-life/] 

14 The Identity Mirror image is from the library system of Rochester Institute of Technology, 
Rochester, New York.  [Accessed 04/03/23: 
http://infoguides.rit.edu/c.php?g=526859&p=3602420]  

15  The 2021 data continues a significant change beginning with the 2020 data in the 
Presbyterian Church’s descriptors for racial / ethnic identity.  The newest sets are more 
nuanced and contain options which honor more identities.  [Accessed 04/03/23:  
https://church-trends.pcusa.org/overall/pcusa/diversity/  “Year At A Glance: Membership 
Diversity,” Membership as of 12/31/2021.] 

▪ For 2007 and 2014 figures, see:  Pew Research Center, Washington, D. C.  Religious 
Landscape Study, Members of the Presbyterian Church.  See the Table display version 
of “Racial and ethnic composition among members of the Presbyterian Church USA”.  
[Accessed 04/03/23: http://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscape-study/religious-
denomination/presbyterian-church-usa/]  Scroll down the page to find this specific data. 

▪ For 2014, 2015, and 2016 figures, see Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).  [Accessed 
03/23/22: 
http://www.pcusa.org/site_media/media/uploads/oga/pdf/2016_miscellaneous_informatio
n_.pdf]  The page is entitled, Miscellaneous Information; racial composition is in the 
middle display. 

▪ For 2016 and 2017 figures, see Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).  [Accessed 04/03/23:  
http://oga.pcusa.org/site_media/media/uploads/oga/pdf/statistics/2017_miscellaneous_inf
ormation.pdf]  The page is entitled, Miscellaneous Information; racial composition is in the 
middle display. 

▪ For 2018 and 2019 figures, see Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).  [Accessed 04/03/23: 
https://oga.pcusa.org/site_media/media/uploads/oga/pdf/2019_comparative_stats_08032
0.pdf]  The page is entitled, Miscellaneous Information; racial composition is on pg. 3. 

16  The survey, also known as FACT 2010, was conducted by the Cooperative Congregations 
Studies Partnership.  See “Faith Communities Today 2010 Frequencies for the Entire 
Survey Population,” pg. 5.  [Accessed 04/03/23 at Faith Communities Today: 
http://faithcommunitiestoday.org/overall-findings-2010] 

17  Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). (No date.) 2010 survey of Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) 
congregations. Louisville, KY: Author, pg. 2.  [Accessed 04/03/3: 
http://www.pcusa.org/media/uploads/research/pdfs/fact_2010_pc%28usa%29_sqar_&_sum
mary.pdf]  

18  Porter, Eduardo. (2014. September 10). A simple equation: More education = More income. 
New York Times, (New York Edition, Economic Scene column):B1.  [Accessed 04/03/23 at 
the New York Times:  https://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/11/business/economy/a-simple-
equation-more-education-more-income.html]  Porter’s data source was the annual collection 
of education statistics for industrialized nations compiled by the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD).  The 2020 statistics report the same 74% result for 

https://www.pewresearch.org/religion/2021/02/16/churches-and-religion-in-black-american-life/
https://www.pewresearch.org/religion/2021/02/16/churches-and-religion-in-black-american-life/
http://infoguides.rit.edu/c.php?g=526859&p=3602420
https://church-trends.pcusa.org/overall/pcusa/diversity/
http://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscape-study/religious-denomination/presbyterian-church-usa/
http://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscape-study/religious-denomination/presbyterian-church-usa/
http://www.pcusa.org/site_media/media/uploads/oga/pdf/2016_miscellaneous_information_.pdf
http://www.pcusa.org/site_media/media/uploads/oga/pdf/2016_miscellaneous_information_.pdf
http://oga.pcusa.org/site_media/media/uploads/oga/pdf/statistics/2017_miscellaneous_information.pdf
http://oga.pcusa.org/site_media/media/uploads/oga/pdf/statistics/2017_miscellaneous_information.pdf
https://oga.pcusa.org/site_media/media/uploads/oga/pdf/2019_comparative_stats_080320.pdf
https://oga.pcusa.org/site_media/media/uploads/oga/pdf/2019_comparative_stats_080320.pdf
http://faithcommunitiestoday.org/overall-findings-2010
http://www.pcusa.org/media/uploads/research/pdfs/fact_2010_pc%28usa%29_sqar_&_summary.pdf
http://www.pcusa.org/media/uploads/research/pdfs/fact_2010_pc%28usa%29_sqar_&_summary.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/11/business/economy/a-simple-equation-more-education-more-income.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/11/business/economy/a-simple-equation-more-education-more-income.html
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the U,S.A.  See:  OECD. (2022, December). Education at a Glance 2022: OECD Indicators. 
Paris, France: OECD Publishing, pg. 92, Table A4.1., column 1, “Relative earnings of 
workers, by educational attainment (2020).”  The report is for 25-64 year-olds with income 
from full-time, full-year employment.  [Accessed 04/03/23:  https://www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/docserver/3197152b-
en.pdf?expires=1680446841&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=001F33B0024013CE70D5
054F24E02578] 

19  Source of data is U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Study for 2021.  
Earnings are for persons aged 25 and older.  Earnings are for full-time wage and salary 
workers.  [Accessed 04/03/23:  https://www.bls.gov/careeroutlook/2022/data-on-
display/education-pays.htm]  Source of annual data is:  Stobierski, Tim. (2022, June 2). 
Average salary by educational level.  World Wide Web site of Northeastern University, 
Boston, MA.  [Accessed 04/03/23:  https://www.northeastern.edu/bachelors-
completion/news/average-salary-by-education-level/] 

20  The original data source is the 2014 Religious Landscape Study conducted by the Pew 
Research Center, Washington, D.C.  The refined results are published as:  Masci, David. 
(2016, October 11). How income varies among U.S. religious groups. Pew Research Center.  
[Accessed 04/03/23:  https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/10/11/how-income-] 

21  “Intersectionality was a lived reality before it became a term…  Intersectionality is an analytic 
sensibility, a way of thinking about identity and its relationship to power.”  The source is:  
Crenshaw, Kimberlé Williams. (2015, September 24). Why intersectionality can’t wait. The 
Washington Post.  [Accessed 04/03/23:  https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/in-
theory/wp/2015/09/24/why-intersectionality-cant-wait/?utm_term=.6d129f62120a]   

 Currently, Crenshaw is a professor of law with appointments at Columbia Law School, 
Columbia University, New York, New York, and School of Law, UCLA, Los Angeles, 
California.  Her international work addresses civil rights, Black feminist legal theory, and 
critical race theory and law.  In a groundbreaking article, Crenshaw analyzed how racial and 
gender discrimination overlapped – intersected – for Black women at General Motors 
Assembly Division in St. Louis, Missouri, in the 1970s.  They lost jobs slotted for Black men, 
e.g., factory floor work, because they were women, and lost jobs for White women, e.g., 
secretary slots, because they were Black.  Overlapping race and gender doubled their 
exclusion from the job pool.  Source:  Crenshaw, Kimberlé. (1989). Demarginalizing the 
Intersection of Race and Sex. A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, 
Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics. University of Chicago Legal Forum, 1989(1):139-
167.  [Accessed 04/03/23:  https://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/uclf/vol1989/iss1/8/] 

 Crenshaw coined intersectionality to name this doubling of negative consequences when 
two forms of discrimination merged, creating a powerful, new form of discrimination.  For a 
brief, non-technical presentation, see her TED Talk, which contains a transcript:  Crenshaw, 
Kimberlé Williams. (2016, October). “The urgency of intersectionality.” TED Talk.  [Accessed 
04/03/23: 
https://www.ted.com/talks/kimberle_crenshaw_the_urgency_of_intersectionality?language=
en] 

 While Crenshaw’s coinage of intersectionality is cited in contemporary discussions in the 
PC(U.S.A.), the concept was articulated earlier by Katie Geneva Cannon, the first African 
American woman ordained in our Church and a seminary professor, who described herself 
as a womanist theological ethicist.  She explored the faith inherited from her mother and 
relatives who were direct descendants of African Americans who had been enslaved.  
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Cannon noted that an enslaved Black woman’s legal status was that of physical property 
possessed by her white owner, leaving her without ownership of her body and labor and 
without rights to her children.  As a woman, she was vulnerable to expressions of male 
supremacy embedded in patriarchal structures, the result of which was sex-based 
subjugation.  Cannon described the pernicious effects as a result of the “interrelationship of 
white supremacy and male superiority [which] has characterized Black woman’s reality” 
since the introduction of chattel slavery in the U.S.A.  Source:  Cannon, Katie Geneva. 
(1985). “The Emergence of Black Feminist Consciousness.” Chapter 2 in Russell, Letty M. 
(Ed.). Feminist Interpretation of the Bible. Philadelphia, PA: The Westminster Press, pp. 30-
40.  [Accessed 04/03/23:  
https://archive.org/details/feministinterpre0000unse_i7j5/mode/2up] 

22  Awareness, understanding, appreciation, and empathy are ways to acknowledge 
differences.  Being open to bridge people – individuals who help groups  communicate and 
negotiate differences – is important.  Dudley, Carl S. (1996). “Organizing for Social Ministry.” 
Chapter 4 in Dudley, Carl S. (Ed.). Next Steps in Community Ministry: Hands-on Leadership. 
Bethesda, MD: The Alban Institute, Inc., pp. 39-41.  [Accessed 04/03/23: 
https://archive.org/details/nextstepsincommu0000unse] 

At this point, some may invoke Galatians 3:28, that we all are “one in Christ Jesus,” a reality 
by faith which transcends demographic difference.  We affirm that truth.  At the same time, 
we recognize that Jesus attended to people’s demographics as relevant to his ministry:  
Mark 12:41-44 (the widow’s small coins – female and unmarried); Luke 19:1-10 (Zacchaeus 
the tax collector – occupational status); John 9:1-9 (the man blind since birth – physical 
status); Matthew 15:21-28 (the woman from Canaan – religious identity as a non-Jew); Mark 
10:17-27 (the man who is rich – economic status). 

23  Sherman, Amy L. (2011). Wasted charity: Why the ‘compassion industry’ is not helping the 
poor. Christianity Today, 55(11, November 1):69.  Sherman is quoting:  Lupton, Robert D. 
(2011). Toxic Charity: How the Churches and Charities Hurt Those They Help (And How to 
Reverse It). New York, NY: HarperCollins, pg. 4.  [Accessed 04/03/23: 
https://archive.org/details/toxiccharityhowc0000lupt_e3q4/mode/2up]  Lupton founded FCS 
Urban Ministries, Atlanta, Georgia. 

24  This position is supported by research on experiences of congregations with social mission 
projects.  See especially:  Tom, Phil. (1996). “Organizational Base.” Chapter 3 in Tom, Phil, 
& Johnson, Sally A. (Eds.). Handbook for Urban Church Ministries: And All Who Reach Out 
with Their Neighbors. Chicago, IL: Chicago Metropolitan Mission, Central Conference, 
Evangelical Covenant Church, pg. 53.  “Organizing a multiracial or multicultural [social 
mission project] requires that the organizers do a lot of listening first; that they wrestle with 
multiple issues of race, class, language, and culture; and that they give time to building 
bridges of trust, honesty, and mutuality.”  The chapter includes a checklist of questions to 
explore when planning a multiracial or multicultural social mission project. 

25  A social mission project team may also engage in an experiential learning strategy on the 
important topic of Cultural Humility.  Designed to develop self-awareness, Cultural Humility 
examines our unconscious biases, perceptions of people in other cultures, and our 
behaviors which interfere with our seeing each other’s full humanity.  An excellent local 
resource are workshops provided by the M. K. Gandhi Institute for Nonviolence in 
Rochester, NY.  Training can be constructed for a specific group.  [Accessed 04/03/23:  
https://gandhiinstitute.org/workshops-trainings/] 
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26  Hawkins, Edler G. (1974, July 27). From a guest sermon at Westminster Presbyterian 

Church, Los Angeles, CA.  Cited in Livingston, Michael E. (1987). Done in love: Edler G. 
Hawkins. Church & Society, 78, (2, Nov./Dec.):21. 

27  Warnock, Raphael G. (2014). The Divided Mind of the Black Church: Theology, Piety and 
Public Witness. New York, NY: New York University Press.  As of 2023, Warnock is a U.S. 
Senator representing Georgia.  [Accessed 04/03/23: 
https://archive.org/details/dividedmindofbla0000warn ] 

28  Adapted from:  Whitten, Jr., Bennie E., & Sporte, Susan E. (1996). “Bible Study.” Appendix 
A in Tom, Phil, & Johnson, Sally A. (Eds.). Handbook for Urban Church Ministries: And All 
Who Reach Out with Their Neighbors. (1996). Chicago, IL: Chicago Metropolitan Mission, 
Central Conference, Evangelical Covenant Church, pp. 65-69. 

29  For more options applied successfully by congregations, see:  Dudley, Carl S. (1991). “Part 
2: Congregational Identity.”  Section in Basic Steps Toward Community Ministry: Guidelines 
and Models in Action. Washington, D.C.: The Alban Institute, Inc., pp. 43-76.  [Accessed 
04/03/23: https://archive.org/details/basicstepstoward0000dudl]  The section presents 4 
practical guidelines for discovering a congregation’s “identity, that unique character of the 
faith, history, and personality of the church.” (pg. xiii)  See also:  “Appendix C. Summary 
Questions for Congregational Identity,” pp. 123-125. 

30  See also:  Carroll, Jackson W., Dudley, Carl S., & McKinney, William. (Eds.). (1986; 1987). 
“Identity.” Chapter 2 in Handbook for Congregational Studies.  Nashville, TN: Abingdon 
Press, pp. 21-47.  Regarding the timeline, see especially pp 24-25.  [Accessed 04/03/23: 
https://archive.org/details/handbookforcongr0000unse] 

31  See also:  Eiesland, Nancy L., & Warner, Stephen. (1998). “Ecology: Seeing the 
Congregation in Context.” Chapter 2 in Ammerman, Nancy T., Carroll, Jackson W., Dudley, 
Carl S., & McKinney, William. (Eds.). Studying Congregations: A New Handbook. Nashville, 
TN: Abingdon Press, pp. 43-47.  [Accessed 04/03/16/23: 
https://archive.org/details/studyingcongrega0000unse]  

32  Dudley, Carl S., & Ammerman, Nancy T. (2002). “Getting the Lay of the Land.” Chapter 2 in 
Congregations in Transition: A Guide for Analyzing, Assessing, and Adapting in Changing 
Communities. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, pp. 35-45.  [Accessed 04/03/23: 
https://archive.org/details/congregationsint0000dudl] 

33  Carroll, Jackson W., Dudley, Carl S., & McKinney, William. (Eds.). (1986; 1987). “Process.” 
Chapter 4 in Handbook for Congregational Studies.  Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, pg. 84, 
regarding documents.  [Accessed 04/03/23: 
https://archive.org/details/handbookforcongr0000unse] 

34  “In my experience, church stories cluster around some broad characteristic themes, which 
churches mix and match in the retelling of their stories.  As examples of the way focused 
images can mobile churches, we clustered these mini-stories around five basic themes by 
which congregations link their histories to social ministries:   Journey stories of ethnic-
cultural congregations;  Crisis stories of churches that struggle for survival;  Rooted 
stories with a place for spiritual growth;  Service stories of caring for people; and  Mission 
stories of vision for a better world.”  Dudley, Carl S. (2002). “Part 2: Congregational Identity.” 
In Community Ministry: New Challenges, Proven Steps to Faith-Based Initiatives. Bethesda, 
MD: The Alban Institute, Inc., pp. 85-86.  [Accessed 04/03/23: 
https://archive.org/details/communityministr0000dudl] 
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35  Paul E. Johnson is an American historian whose work has used both social and cultural 

history methodologies.  He describes microhistory as “little stories that tell big meanings.”  
[Johnson, Paul E. (2011). Reflections: Looking back at social history. Reviews in American 
History, 39(2,June):385.]  His doctoral dissertation studied the revivals conducted by Rev. 
Charles Finney, a Presbyterian minister with a national reputation, in Rochester and 
Western New York, 1830-1831.  Johnson published his study as:  (1978; 2004). A 
Shopkeeper’s Millennium: Society and Revivals in Rochester, New York 1815-1837. (25th 
anniversary edition). New York, NY: Hill and Wang.  [Accessed 07/24/23:  
https://archive.org/details/shopkeepersmille0000john_o0x7]   

 Johnson’s microhistory of Finney’s impact offers insights into the larger themes of the 
growth of Rochester and Western New York in the early 19th century and the nature of 
evangelical religion during the period of the Second Great Awakening, and how these 
intersected with reform both secular and religious movements for social reform and 
improvement.  Johnson traces stories of individuals and congregations in ways which 
supplement the earlier and classic study of the region and period:  Cross, Whitney R. (1950; 
1965). The Burned-Over District: The Social and Intellectual History of Enthusiastic Religion 
in Western New York, 1800-1850. New York, NY: Harper & Row, Publishers.  [Accessed 
07/24/23:  https://archive.org/details/burnedoverdistri0000whit_z1u9/mode/2up]  
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